Abstract-Pulmonary hypertension (PH) can impact right ventricular (RV) function and alter pulmonary artery (PA) stiffness. The response of the RV to an acute increase in pulmonary pressure is unclear. In addition, the relation between total pulmonary arterial compliance and local PA stiffness has not been investigated. We used a combination of right heart catheterization (RHC) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to assess PA stiffening and RV function in dogs before and after acute embolization. We hypothesized that in moderate, acute PH the RV is able to compensate for increased afterload, maintaining adequate coupling. Also, we hypothesized that in the absence of PA remodeling the relative area change in the proximal PA (RAC, a noninvasive index of local area strain) correlates with the total arterial compliance (stroke volume-to-pulse pressure ratio). Our results indicate that, after embolization, RV function is able to accommodate the demand for increased stroke work without uncoupling, albeit at the expense of a reduction of efficiency. In this acute model, RAC showed excellent correlation with total arterial compliance. We used this correlation to assess PA pulse pressure (PP) from noninvasive MRI measurements of stroke volume and RAC. We demonstrated that in acute pulmonary embolism MRI estimates of PP are remarkably close to measurements from RHC. These results, if confirmed in chronic PH and clinically, suggest that monitoring of PH progression by noninvasive methods may be possible.
INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a devastating disease exhibiting fast progression 14 and poor prognosis. 20, 26 PAH originates from increased resistance to blood flow in the small pulmonary arteries and arterioles. As a consequence of the increase in pressure, the proximal pulmonary arteries (PAs) become progressively stiffer and right ventricular (RV) function is impaired. In most PAH patients, RV failure is the direct cause of demise. The progression from pulmonary vascular pathology (increased resistance and reduced compliance) to RV dysfunction remains poorly understood.
RV function is typically assessed by measuring RV stroke volume (SV) and ejection fraction (EF), but those parameters do not provide sufficient insight into the RV response to pulmonary hypertension (PH). From a hemodynamic standpoint, efficiency and coupling of the ventricular-vascular system have been demonstrated to be sensitive to pulmonary vascular disease. 16 The parameter g vv , which is the ratio of end systolic ventricular elastance E es (a load independent measure of ventricle contractility) to effective arterial elastance E a (a measure of the afterload), has been used to evaluate the efficiency of ventricular vascular coupling. 28, 29 It is generally accepted that g vv is larger than unity in healthy subjects 16, 22, 30 , whereas values of g vv close to or lower than unity occur with disease. 16, 23, 30 Novel approaches to investigate the pathologies of the right heart are leading to new metrics of RV function. Sanz et al. 30 assessed RV-PA coupling noninvasively using a simplified model that includes measurements from MRI only. Also, Das et al. 15 have
proposed that the efficiency of the RV can be estimated by the ratio of the net energy transferred to the blood pool in one heartbeat to the stroke work. This energy approach can be used along with g vv to assess RV performance in PAH.
There is evidence that RV failure in PAH is correlated with the progressive stiffening of the large PAs. Increases in mean PA pressure (mPAP) and pulmonary vasculature resistance (PVR) are the primary parameters used in the diagnosis of PAH, but have limited prognostic value. 2, 11 In contrast, decreases in total arterial compliance, 25 calculated as the stroke volumeto-pulse pressure ratio (SV/PP), and proximal PA relative area change (RAC) 17 are both correlated with mortality. These findings suggest that SV/PP and RAC may be correlated. Such a correlation, if proved, could be used to estimate PA pulse pressure (PP) from SV and RAC, both of which can be measured non-invasively by MRI. PP is an indicator of all-cause cardiovascular mortality and morbidity 4 and is correlated with mPAP. 32 Large animal models of PAH can be used to evaluate the response of the right ventricular-pulmonary vascular system to a hypertensive state. Acute pulmonary embolism is one frequently used model 18, 21, 33 and has the advantage of the absence of long-term adaptation (remodeling) of the PAs and RV to the elevated mPAP. It is unclear whether RV dysfunction can be directly triggered by an acute increase in mPAP or if it also requires chronic changes in the RV and pulmonary vasculature. It has been reported that, similar to the left ventricle (LV), 1, 10, 29 the RV has a reserve of stroke work that can be used to compensate for acute increases in afterload, even quite significant increases. 16 However, the RV wall is thinner than the LV and so may be more susceptible to acute changes 8 ; therefore, if even moderate hypertension is acutely induced by embolization, the RV is believed to have limited ability to compensate, which can quickly lead to RV failure. 13 In this study we combine magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and RHC to investigate the response of PA and RV to moderate, acute pulmonary embolization in healthy dogs. We assess RV volumes, RV-PA coupling efficiency and energy transfer ratio to clarify whether an acute increase in mPAP to over 30 mmHg is able to impair RV function and efficiency and cause decoupling. We also investigate the effect of increased mPAP on arterial stiffening, to ascertain whether SV/ PP and RAC, which is strictly an area strain or deformability but correlates well with PA stiffness, are correlated in acute pulmonary embolism. Our hypotheses are (1) that an acute increase in peripheral resistance does not impair RV function, RV-PA coupling or energy transfer, and (2) in the absence of PA remodeling, proximal PA stiffness (RAC) and total PA compliance (SV/PP) are correlated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Acute PAH was induced by microbead injection in six female beagles (8.3 ± 2.4 kg body weight). The sequence of experimental procedures is outlined in Fig. 1 .
General anesthesia was induced in all dogs by intraveneous propofol injection (10 mg/kg body weight). After endotracheal intubation, anesthesia was maintained with isoflurane (1-3%) in 100% oxygen using mechanical ventilation at a respiratory frequency of 11 breaths/min. Lactated Ringer's solution was infused at a rate of 10 mL/kg/h. A femoral arterial catheter was inserted and systemic arterial pressure (SAP) and arterial blood gases were monitored. The femoral and external jugular veins were catheterized for RHC access, delivery of emboli, delivery of contrast for angiography and blood sampling. Thirty minutes after the stabilization of the animals, baseline While maintaining the dog under anesthesia, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and right heart catheterization (RHC) were repeated twice, first to obtain baseline vitals, pressures, RV function, and large PA geometry in the healthy animal (PRE tests), and second to measure the same parameters after acute PAH was successfully induced by embolization (POST tests). Dogs were humanely euthanized after the POST tests. All the procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRI studies were performed on a clinical 3T scanner (MR750, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) using an 8-channel cardiac coil and vector electrocardiographic (ECG) gating. RV function was assessed from axial ECG-gated CINE balanced steady state free precession (SSFP) images through the entire heart. Parameters for SSFP imaging included: 31 9 19 cm field of view, 224 9 192 matrix, 7 mm slice, 0 mm gap, ±125 kHz bandwidth, TR/TE = 3.1/1.1 ms (fractional readout), and segmentation factor of 12, for a true temporal resolution of 37 ms. Twenty interpolated time frames were reconstructed at each slice location. Between 13 and 16 slices were acquired depending on anatomy, each slice within an 8-10 s time interval of suspended ventilation.
2D phase contrast (PC) images were acquired in double oblique planes through the main PA (just distal to the pulmonic valve plane), the left and the right PA. Image parameters for 2D PC imaging were: 35 9 26 cm field of view, 256 9 160 matrix, 7 mm slice, ±62.5 kHz bandwidth, 150 cm/s velocity encode (''venc''), TR/TE = 5.5/2.6 ms (full echo), and segmentation factor of 8, for a true temporal resolution of 44 ms. Twenty interpolated time frames were reconstructed. One slice was acquired while suspending ventilation for approximately 15-17 s.
Right Heart Catheterization
Measurement of PAP (mean, systolic, and diastolic) and PCWP was performed with a fluid-filled pressure catheter advanced from the femoral vein into the main PA under fluoroscopic guidance. The pressure catheter was then withdrawn into the RV to measure end systolic pressure (RVESP) and end diastolic pressure (RVEDP). Pulmonary vasculature resistance (PVR) was calculated from pressure and flow data as follows:
Embolization
To create acute PH, polyvinyl alcohol microbeads (Contour SE Microspheres, Boston Scientific, Natick, MA, USA) were repeatedly injected into the right atrium through a catheter via the external jugular vein. A first increase in mPAP was obtained by injecting 2 mL of 700-900 lm beads. Subsequently, 2-5 mL of 150-250 lm beads were injected in multiple stages to gradually increase mPAP. PAP was measured intermittently and bead injection was continued until mPAP was greater than 30 mmHg (Fig. 1) .
Data Analysis
RV function was assessed analyzing the axial ECGgated CINE balanced steady-state-free-precession (SSFP) images with ReportCard TM (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA). Images were semi-automatically segmented to calculate RV volume at each of the 20 time frames during the cardiac cycle. End diastolic volume (EDV) and end systolic volume (ESV) were obtained as the minimum and maximum volumes, respectively. Stroke volume SV and ejection fraction EF were calculated as SV = EDV 2 ESV and EF = SV/EDV, respectively. Cardiac output (CO) was calculated as the product of SV and heart rate (HR).
In order to measure cross sectional area and blood flow in the main, left, and right PA, the 2D PC images were analyzed using the CV Flow analysis tool (Medis, Leiden, The Netherlands). The PA contours were segmented manually on the phase images to obtain blood velocity over the entire cardiac cycle and on the magnitude images to evaluate the cross sectional area at peak systole (A max ) and at end diastole (A min ). The relative area change (RAC) was calculated as:
Mean blood flow through the PA was calculated as the product of the average velocity and the cross sectional area at a given time during the cardiac cycle. The end-systolic elastance E es can be evaluated from pressure-volume loops using either multi-beat 19 or single-beat methods. 6, 33 Single beat methods have been extensively used but their validity in the RV is still unclear. 24 In addition the choice of the portion of the original pressure waveform to use for the sinusoidal fit increases the uncertainty of P max estimates. In this study we assumed that the volume-axis intercept of the ESPVR can be neglected 12, 30 and so calculated the end-systolic elastance as the maximal pressure/volume ratio in the RV 9 :
E es ¼ ðP=VÞ max ð3Þ
The effective arterial elastance E a was originally defined as a steady-state parameter that incorporates the principal elements of the Windkessel model of the pulmonary vascular bed. It has been shown that taking into account the left atrial pressure provides a better approximation of E a than mPAP/SV. 27 We used PCWP as an approximation of the left atrial pressure and calculated E a as:
RV-PA coupling efficiency was calculated as g vv = E es /E a . We also tested a simplified model proposed by Sanz et al. 30 proposed to evaluate the coupling efficiency from MRI data only:
Pressure-volume loops, obtained by combining MRI and RHC data, were integrated to evaluate the stroke work (SW). PA pressure from RHC and flow data from 2D PC images also were combined to calculate E net using the formulation proposed by Das et al. 15 :
where p, v, and Q are, respectively, time-dependent pressure, velocity, and flow rate in the main PA, q is blood density and T is the heartbeat duration. From the hypothesis that the total arterial compliance SV/PP is correlated with the RAC, we formulated the following model to calculate PP from MRI measurements of SV and RAC:
A nonlinear regression was performed in MATLAB 7.12 (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) to estimate the coefficients a PP and b PP .
In order to formulate a model for mPAP, we determined the slope and intercept of the linear correlation between mPAP and PP, 32 and included the intercept (d m ) as a constant in a nonlinear regression to estimate the coefficients a m and b m in the correlation
We repeated the nonlinear regression for the sPAP:
where d s is the intercept we calculated from the linear correlation between sPAP and PP. 32 All the tests for one animal were performed on the same day and we verified that the heart rate during MR was less than 10% different from that during RHC. All data are reported as mean value ± standard deviation. Statistical significance was investigated using a paired t test. A 2-tailed probability value p < 0.05 was considered evidence of statistical difference. Values of p < 0.001 were noted as highly significant. Agreement between RHC and MRI estimates of PP, mPAP, and sPAP were evaluated using the R 2 correlation coefficient and the Bland-Altman plot. Table 1 summarizes the data obtained from RHC and MRI for the six dogs before (PRE) and after (POST) embolization. Embolization resulted in a dramatic increase of the pressure in the PA. Mean PAP increased by about three times (p < 0.001) and PP also increased significantly (p = 0.047). PVR was more than doubled after embolization (p = 0.002). PCWP doubled (p = 0.001), but the POST values were low enough (<15 mmHg) to exclude involvement of the left heart. 3 After embolization, RV pressure was significantly larger at peak systole (p = 0.003) as well as at end diastole (p = 0.006).
RESULTS

Right Ventricular Function
MRI measurements of RV function revealed no significant change in ESV or EDV. SV was maintained at an average value of~15 mL and EF did not change significantly. CO was also preserved after embolization (p = 0.330). In order to maintain the RV function substantially unchanged in spite of the increased pulmonary arterial pressure, the RV produced a larger stroke work, which tripled from 13.96 ± 5.25 mJ (PRE) to 42.07 ± 9.46 mJ (POST) (p = 0.002).
Ventricular-Vascular Coupling and Energy
Transfer Ratio
Pressure-volume data from RHC and MRI were used to evaluate the efficiency of RV-PA hemodynamic coupling. Table 2 summarizes the results of these calculations. After embolization, E es nearly doubled (p = 0.033) and E a tripled (p = 0.005). As a result, the coupling efficiency g vv decreased from 2.69 ± 0.95 before embolization to 1.37 ± 0.55 after embolization (p = 0.009).
The values of g¢ vv calculated from MRI data only 30 using Eq. (5) were lower than g vv . In fact g¢ vv was lower than unity even before embolization, and the decrease after embolization was not significant (p = 0.317). The net energy E net transferred to blood was more than doubled after embolization (p = 0.007). The net energy transfer ratio E net /SW was only moderately decreased (p = 0.227).
Pulmonary Artery Flow
Mean blood flow through the main PA did not change significantly from PRE to POST (p = 0.089). Flow was unevenly split between left and right PA, as shown in Fig. 2 . The difference between left PA mean flow and right PA mean flow was significant before embolization (p = 0.016) and even more significant after embolization (p = 0.004). The left-to-right flow ratio was reduced from 0.70 ± 0.20 (PRE) to 0.55 ± 0.12 (POST), although the change was not significant (p = 0.224).
Arterial Stiffening
The total arterial compliance, SV/PP, decreased from 1.87 ± 0.44 mL/mmHg (PRE) to 0.91 ± 0.57 mL/mmHg (POST) (p = 0.039). The relative area change (RAC) of the main, left, and right PA, as measured by 2D PC MRI, also decreased and differences between left and right PA were evident (Fig. 3) . In the main PA, the RAC dropped from 0.40 ± 0.05 (PRE) to 0.25 ± 0.08 (POST) (p = 0.025). Similarly, the RAC was decreased in the left PA (p = 0.008). In contrast, the RAC of the right PA did not change significantly (p = 0.330). 
30
E es , end systolic elastance; E a , arterial elastance; g VV , RV-PA hemodynamic coupling efficiency; SW, stroke work; E net net energy transfer. * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001.
We correlated the total arterial compliance, SV/PP, with the RAC measured at a single location in each of the large PAs. The scatter plot in Fig. 4 shows that SV/PP has a strong correlation with the RAC calculated in the main PA (R 2 = 0.918). We found poorer correlation with the RAC in the left PA (R 2 = 0.372) and no correlation with the RAC in the right PA (R 2 = 0.004).
We performed a nonlinear regression of the correlation for PP (Eq. 7), using the RAC measured in the main PA. The regression coefficients were estimated as a PP = 6.41 mL/mmHg and b PP = 20.705 mL/mmHg. In Fig. 5a we plot PP MRI vs. PP RHC (R 2 = 0.965). Figure 5b shows the Bland-Altman plot of the difference between PP MRI and PP RHC . The small bias and limits of agreement, along with the lack of any clear pattern or variance dependence on mean PP, indicate a good agreement between PP MRI and PP RHC . The pulse pressure exhibited a good linear correlation with mPAP (R 2 = 0.775) and a strong linear correlation with sPAP (R 2 = 0.888). The intercepts of the linear correlations, required as inputs in Eqs. (8) and (9), were found to be d m = 6.06 mmHg and d s = 5.00 mmHg. From nonlinear regression of the correlation for mPAP (Eq. 8) we estimated a m = 4.65 mL/mmHg and b m = 20.486 mL/mmHg. The correlation between mPAP MRI and mPAP RHC is shown in Fig. 6a (R 2 = 0.786) and 6-B (Bland-Altman plot). Using the correlation for sPAP (Eq. 9), we estimated a s = 3.12 mL/mmHg and b s = 20.332 mL/mmHg. The agreement between sPAP MRI and sPAP RHC (Figs. 6c, 6d) is similar to the results found for mPAP. The stronger correlation coefficient (R 2 = 0.887) can be attributed to the wider range of sPAP values.
DISCUSSION
The main finding of this study is that a near tripling of mPAP caused by acute embolization does not impair RV function or decouple the RV from the pulmonary vasculature. After embolization, stroke volume and ejection fraction were preserved and, in spite of the increase in afterload (E a ), the RV increased its contractility (E es ) sufficiently to prevent hemodynamic uncoupling. We found that the elastance ratio was decreased by about 50%, but remained in a range (1 < g vv < 2) where, according to theory, stroke work can be increased without significant impact on RV function. 10 These results are consistent with several previous investigations of acute embolization, which demonstrated preservation of RV function and RV-PA coupling in dogs and goats 33 and pigs. 16, 18 In contrast with a recent study on acutely embolized pigs, 21 our study showed that adequate coupling is maintained when the mean pulmonary arterial pressure is nearly tripled.
Our results also demonstrate good agreement between the novel energy analysis proposed by Das et al. 15 and the elastance ratio method (g vv ). While both the SW produced by the RV and the net energy E net transferred to the blood flow increased after embolization, the ratio E net /SW showed a 36% (non significant) decrease, similar to g vv . Although E net /SW is not strictly an efficiency (tissue elasticity and friction losses are not accounted for 15 ), the moderate decrease observed here points to a potential reduction in the ability of RV to efficiently transfer energy to the blood pool. This approach to hemodynamic analysis also confirms our hypothesis that in acute PH the RV-PA system is able to preserve its functionality without uncoupling. To do so, the RV increases contractility and shifts towards maximum work at the expense of a modest reduction in efficiency.
We also tested a model proposed recently to assess the hemodynamic coupling efficiency from MRI measurements only. 30 The parameter g¢ vv (Eq. 5) showed no significant change after embolization. However, it was lower than unity in both PRE and POST conditions, which according to the theory would imply a severe impairment of RV function even in the normotensive state. As this model clearly overestimates E a (PCWP is neglected), the threshold value of g¢ vv from healthy to failing RV may be lower than the generally accepted value g vv = 1.
PA area strain (RAC) and total arterial compliance (SV/PP) were decreased after embolization. In the absence of arterial remodeling (wall thickening or alterations of the collagen content), acute stiffening was related to the pressure-induced stretching of the PAs. This mechanism can be quite different from the progressive loss of arterial compliance observed in chronic PH where long-term adaptation plays a major role. In future studies, comparing the characteristics of acute and chronic stiffening could provide new insight into the progression of the disease and the role of proximal PA function in mediating RV failure.
We demonstrated that total arterial compliance, SV/PP, has a strong linear correlation with the RAC in the main PA. The ratio SV/PP, although known to overestimate the true arterial compliance, has attracted large interest because of its simple formulation and excellent correlation with more accurate measures of arterial compliance. 31 Also, SV/PP is a strong predictor of mortality in PAH. 25 However, direct evaluation of SV/PP requires invasive measurement of pulse pressure in the PA. The RAC represents the PA area strain, or relative deformation, and as such is not a measure of compliance. However, since sPAP and dPAP are linearly correlated, 32 the RAC is a valid surrogate of the local arterial stiffness coefficient b ¼ ln sPAP=dPAP ð Þ = 2RAC ð Þand can be obtained in a noninvasive fashion from MRI measurements at a single location in any of the extralobar PAs.
From the linear correlation between SV/PP and RAC, we developed an empirical correlation (Eq. 7) to assess PP non-invasively from MRI measurements of SV and RAC. Pulse pressure is a significant independent predictor of all-cause cardiovascular mortality, 4 although its prognostic value in PAH has been questioned. 5 Our analysis showed that values of PP estimated from MRI data are in excellent agreement with the measurements from RHC. Since we found that in moderate, acute pulmonary embolism SV is preserved, Eq. (7) demonstrates an inverse relationship between PP and RAC. Therefore, invasive measurement of PA pressures can be replaced with noninvasive assessment of RAC to monitor PA function in acute PH.
Taking advantage of the linear correlation of PP with mPAP and sPAP, we extended our analysis to formulate a model for noninvasive evaluation of mPAP and sPAP. For both parameters, the estimates based on MRI showed very little bias with respect to the RHC measurements and no clear pattern in the Bland-Altman plot, although the limits of agreement were broader than in the correlation proposed for PP MRI .
This study has a number of limitations. RHC measurements of pressure and MRI measurements of volumes and flow were not performed simultaneously. However, all the tests for one animal were performed on the same day and we verified that the heart rate during MR was less than 10% different from that during RHC. To measure the end systolic elastance (Eq. 3) we assumed that the volume-axis intercept of the ESPVR could be neglected. Since we did not alter the RV preload, we could not verify the validity of that assumption, nor did we use a multiple beat assessment of E es . We did not use the single beat method in this study, because its validity in the right heart has been questioned. 7, 24 We believe that evaluating RV contractility without altering preload is still an unsolved problem.
The evaluations of the noninvasive estimates of PP, mPAP, and sPAP were based on a limited population in a single species. In addition, in acute embolization there is no remodeling of PA or RV and thus the arterial stiffening observed in our study is due to the stretching of the PA caused by pressure elevation as noted above. The linear correlation between total arterial compliance and local relative area change might no longer be valid in the presence of significant arterial remodeling. Therefore further investigation will be necessary to test this approach in chronic PH and clinically.
Our results seem to indicate that embolization was unevenly distributed between the left and right sides of the pulmonary vasculature. This may be related to the poor correlation between total arterial compliance and the RAC measured in the right PA. Indeed, the RAC in the right PA did not exhibit a significant change from PRE to POST. We conjecture that, since the branching of the main PA presents a sharper change of direction for the blood flowing into the right PA, inertia could have produced a non-symmetric distribution of the emboli when they were injected from the right atrium. The result would have been a smaller increase in resistance in the right side of the pulmonary vasculature, which in turn could be responsible for the slight change in flow distribution after embolization (Fig. 2) as well for the modest decrease of RAC in the right PA. We speculate that if comparable embolization occurred in the left and right PA, the total arterial compliance would correlate with RAC in all three PA segments.
CONCLUSIONS
Acute pulmonary embolization of healthy dogs induced a dramatic stiffening of the PA and led to increased stroke work. In response to this acute insult, the RV was able to shift its working condition to preserve function and hemodynamic coupling with the PA. The increase in stroke work required a reduction in RV efficiency. Comparison to a model of chronic embolization will help us identify the mechanisms by which PA remodeling impairs RV function. We found good correlation between SV/PP and RAC in the main and left PA, which we developed into empirical models to estimate PP, mPAP, and sPAP non-invasively from MRI measurements. The values of PP calculated with this correlation were in excellent agreement with PP from RHC. MRI estimates of mPAP and sPAP exhibited a good agreement with the RHC measurements. If confirmed in large animal models of chronic PAH and clinically, these results may be a significant advance towards noninvasive monitoring of PAH.
